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Service Manual for Suzuki SV motorcycles. Service Manual Suzuki, a great reference for the
repair and maintenance. Periodic maintenance Periodic maintenance schedule Periodic
maintenance chart Lubrication points Maintenance and tune-up procedures Air cleaner Spark
plug Tappet clearance Engine oil and oil filter Fuel hose Engine idle speed Carburetor
synchronization Throttle cable play Clutch Cooling system Drive chain Brake Tire Steering
Front fork Rear suspension Exhaust pipe bolt and nut Chassis bolt and nut Compression
pressure check Oil pressure check. Fuel system and throttle body Fuel System Fuel delivery
system Fuel pump Fuel pressure regulator Fuel injector Fuel pump control system Fuel tank
lift-up Fuel tank removal Fuel tank installation Fuel pressure inspection Fuel pump inspection
Fuel pump relay inspection Fuel pump and fuel filter removal Fuel mesh filter inspection and
cleaning Fuel pump case bushing inspection Fuel level switch Fuel pump and fuel mesh filter
installation Throttle body and stv actuator Construction Air cleaner and throttle body removal
Throttle body disassembly Throttle body cleaning Throttle body inspection Throttle body
reassembly STV synchronization Throttle body installation STP sensor adjustment Air cleaner
box installation Tp sensor adjustment Fast idle inspection Fast idle adjustment Throttle valve
synchronization. Cooling and lubrication system Engine coolant Cooling circuit Cooling circuit
inspection Radiator and water hoses Radiator removal Radiator cap inspection. Servicing
information Troubleshooting Engine Radiator Carburetor Chassis Brakes Electrical Battery
Wiring diagram Wire harness, ca le and hose routing Wire harness routing Wiring harness
routing Speed sensor lead wire routing Cable routing Fuel system hose routing Cooling system
hose routing Front rake hose routing Rear rake hose routing Pair air supply system hose
routing Fuel tank set-up Special tools Tightening torque Engine Chassis Tightening torque
chart Service data. Emission control information Emission control carburetor components
Evaporative emission control system Canister hose routing Evaporative emission control
system inspection Pair air supply system diagram Pair air supply system hose routing Ipair air
supply system inspection. Adventure, cruiser, dualsport, motocross, off road, scooter,
sportbike and street Suzuki motorcycles. Home Privacy Policy Site Use. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Service Manual, fix motorcycle yourself with a repair manual. Related Posts.
Suzuki SV Suzuki SV Service Manual. Next Post. Trending Comments Latest. This website uses
cookies. By continuing to use this website you are giving consent to cookies being used. Visit
our Privacy and Cookie Policy. I Agree. Periodic maintenance Periodic maintenance schedule
Periodic maintenance chart Lubrication points Maintenance and tune-up procedures Air cleaner
Spark plug Tappet clearance Engine oil and oil filter Fuel hose Engine idle speed Carburetor
synchronization Throttle cable play Clutch Cooling system Drive chain Brake Tire Steering
Front fork Rear suspension Exhaust pipe bolt and nut Chassis bolt and nut Compression
pressure check Oil pressure check. Fuel system and throttle body Fuel System Fuel delivery
system Fuel pump Fuel pressure regulator Fuel injector Fuel pump control system Fuel tank
lift-up Fuel tank removal Fuel tank installation Fuel pressure inspection Fuel pump inspection
Fuel pump relay inspection Fuel pump and fuel filter removal Fuel mesh filter inspection and
cleaning Fuel pump case bushing inspection Fuel level switch Fuel pump and fuel mesh filter
installation Throttle body and stv actuator Construction Air cleaner and throttle body removal
Throttle body disassembly Throttle body cleaning Throttle body inspection Throttle body
reassembly STV synchronization Throttle body installation STP sensor adjustment Air cleaner
box installation Tp sensor adjustment Fast idle inspection Fast idle adjustment Throttle valve
synchronization. Cooling and lubrication system Engine coolant Cooling circuit Cooling circuit
inspection Radiator and water hoses Radiator removal Radiator cap inspection. Servicing
information Troubleshooting Engine Radiator Carburetor Chassis Brakes Electrical Battery
Wiring diagram Wire harness, ca le and hose routing Wire harness routing Wiring harness
routing Speed sensor lead wire routing Cable routing Fuel system hose routing Cooling system
hose routing Front rake hose routing Rear rake hose routing Pair air supply system hose
routing Fuel tank set-up Special tools Tightening torque Engine Chassis Tightening torque
chart Service data. Emission control information Emission control carburetor components
Evaporative emission control system Canister hose routing Evaporative emission control
system inspection Pair air supply system diagram Pair air supply system hose routing Ipair air
supply system inspection. Adventure, cruiser, dualsport, motocross, off road, scooter,
sportbike and street Suzuki motorcycles. Home Privacy Policy Site Use. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Related Posts. Suzuki SV Suzuki SV Service Manual. Next Post. Trending
Comments Latest. This website uses cookies. By continuing to use this website you are giving
consent to cookies being used. Visit our Privacy and Cookie Policy. I Agree. The ''02 SV is one
of the neatest little bikes that Suzuki has ever introduced. Light, powerful, agile handling,
definitely a cool bike! And Airtech designer Kent Riches has designed a lot of cool stuff for it!
We currently offer a quarter fairing, street and race S fairings, two different solo seat cowls, an

under seat enclosure, a rear swing arm fender, and a awesome futuristic full fairing called the
ATX for those that have to have it all. Check out what we've designed for your bike and let us
help you trick yours out! This cafe style headlight fairing mounts to your bike with a few simple
brackets and offers great protection for the rider. This kit comes with the main fairing assembly,
two stamped aluminum brackets UB2 that attach to your headlight bolts, a smoke windscreen,
and some windscreen screws. The only thing you will need to fabricate is a simple zig zag
bracket that screws to your brake splitter on the lower clamp that goes to the bottom of the
fairing. If you have any questions about installation feel free to ask our sales reps! This is
definitely the coolest quarter fairing available for the SV Get yours today! This is basically the
upper fairing with the headlight holes, driving light, and turn signals holes all molded in as a
one-piece unit. This mounts onto the Suzuki chassis using all the stock SV brackets. This is real
popular with track day guys since they can take off their expensive fairing and headlight, save
them, and not worry about crashing and busting them. This is a cool fairing for street guys
because they can do a custom headlight cut out on the front for that trick custom look. This is
not a problem, you don' t need them! Our tech department has figured out how you can mount
this fairing and your headlight onto your chassis. Just ask them how! This will save you a ton of
money! A crafty guy can mount this in less than an hour and save himself a considerable
amount of money over the stock Suzuki piece. So replace that crash damaged busted bodywork
and save yourself some dough with our inexpensive fiberglass piece today! SV64 Suzuki SV
Super sport race tail This is the tail section, the solo seat cowl, and tail light area all molded
together as a one-piece unit. This tail section is approved by most race organizations for
competition use. Street bike guys love this because it is a cool one-piece design; they simply
cut the tail light out of the back and mount it onto the chassis for a cool race look for your street
bike. So whether you' re racing your SV or want to trick it out, this tail section is exactly what
you need! Simply drill the mounting holes, paint, install, and go for a ride! Simply remove your
plastic chain guard on the right side and install our swing arm fender on your bike. This fender
is available in fiberglass, which you can custom paint to match your bike, or it is also available
in carbon fiber. Call our sales reps for pricing today! This is the only cowl on the market that
covers up the notches when you remove the grab bar in the back, and also covers up that black
plastic piece. This seat cowl mounts using the seat lock bracket that is on the bottom of the
passenger seat. You can either purchase a spare from your Suzuki dealer or remove it from
your passenger seat and transfer it to this new cowl. This cowl lips over the back plastic by the
tail light assembly and locks down with the seat lock. Simply pop the seat lock and remove the
cowl off of the bike. Gives you more storage under the cowl. This is definitely the coolest cowl
on the market. It cleans up the under side of your bike. This is available in fiberglass so that you
can do a custom color match to your bike, or in carbon fiber. Ask our sales reps for pricing
today! This sleek upper fairing has dual DOT approved headlights, fresh air intake ducts on the
sides, and swoopy windscreen. The belly pan is sexy, curvy, and heavily sculpted to bring a real
European style look to your SV. The SVATX kit comes with and upper fairing, lower belly fairing,
windscreen, headlights, headlight buckets, and mounting brackets. Hey, thousands of people
have GSXRs but if you want a bike that is sexy, radical looking and different, then this is the
body kit for you. People will be scratching their heads trying to figure out what it is The master
cylinder bracket will have to be bent slightly to clear top bracket or make a new one it's a real
simple bracket. You will need to fabricate a mount to hold your gauges either to the top triple
clamp or to our front fairing bracket. Please read the mounting guidelines here for more detailed
information:. Click here for mounting guidelines. The GSXR is a four-cylinder bike, if you put
that big fairing on your twin it will look huge! Don' t take our word for it, go to the racetrack and
see for your self. We simply filled in the headlight holes on our street version and made this
race version. The bottom belly pan is already filled in for oil containment, so this is the perfect
bodywork you need. If you want your race bike to look cool, awesome, and work
aerodynamically, this is the bodywork you need! This race kit comes with an upper fairing,
lower belly pan, and super sport tail. Bracket kit and replacement windscreen are available.
When it is mounted onto the bike it looks like a three-fingered claw. This is definitely a cool
design. To mount the cowl onto your chassis, simply slip the cowl over the rear of the plastic by
the taillight, install the cowl with two small screws up front and it's attached to your tail. He said
mounting the fairings was pretty straight forward with just a few mods:. He also made a custom
duct to route some more cool air to the radiator. Doesn't sound too bad and the result looks
great - and completely original. You can find larger pictures of Shane's bike in the customer
gallery. SV '' We sell an unfinished unpainted product, it is your responsibility to sand, finish,
and paint the parts you buy from us. The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to
drill all of the mounting holes and fit the parts onto your chassis. All of our parts may or may
not include the internal mounting tabs. Please consult with our sales representative if you have

any questions about mounting things like headlights and dashes. It is the purchasers'
responsibility to mount all of the products they purchase onto their machine. If you need
assistance mounting these products call our sales reps for advise. Take a look at our extensive
collection. Airtech carries a full selection of street and track fairings for most bikes! All Prices
are listed at the bottom of the page. Looks super clean and a huge improvement over stock!
ATX fairing kit. Please read the mounting guidelines here for more detailed information: Click
here for mounting guidelines Price. He said mounting the fairings was pretty straight forward
with just a few mods: - Trim a little corner out of the inside of the upper to allow for radiator
clearance; - Make two simple brackets and attach to motor mounts; - Bend the ears of a Vortex
race fairing stay; - Shorten the back of the bellypan 1" to keep it well clear of the tire. Please
note these very important items! Find all of your Suzuki Parts Here! So your youngster has his
or her first quad. Now I am sure they want it to look like Mom or Dad's, right? Find your Suzuki
quad parts here! From sticker kits to exhaust we have it all. Search our catalog of off-road
accessories: riding jerseys, riding pants, riding gloves, helmets, boots. Search our catalog of
genuine Suzuki apparel, inclkuding Suzuki jackets, Suzuki caps snd Suzuki t-shirts. Suzuki
Parts House is owned and operated by Babbitt's Online. You can easily find the parts through
our parts diagrams after finding the appropriate category above. Site Powered by vNext
Technologies , Inc. Online Parts: Store: Popular Suzuki Parts. Suzuki RM-Z Parts. Suzuki
QuadSport Z90 Parts. Suzuki SFV Parts. Suzuki Off-Road Accessories. Off-Road Accessories.
Search our catalog of genuine Suzuki apparel, inclkuding Suzuki jackets, Suzuki caps snd
Suzuki t-shirts Suzuki Apparel. Latest News. Search By Part Number If you know the part
number of the Suzuki part you're looking for, enter it below. Part Number:. Quick Links. See
also: Service Manual , Owner's Manual. E U. SV 2 mm SVS Overall width SV mm SVS Overall
height SV 1 mm Page 10 Headlight Except E, 24, 28, Licence plate light SVSA Overall width SVA
mm SVSA Overall height Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped Rear suspension Link type, coil
spring, oil damped Front fork stroke SVSA Rear wheel travel SVA Rear wheel travel Mileages are
expressed in terms of kilome- ters, miles and time for your convenience. NOTE: More frequent
servicing may be performed on motorcycles that are used under severe conditions. Page 15 "
Spark plug socket wrench set NO. If out of specifi- cation, adjust it to the following gap. C23 P 0.
If OK, then measure the TP sensor input voltage. Page 31 Approx. Page 33 2 Lift and support the
fuel tank with its prop stay. Go to Step 2. Page 51 3 Check the continuity between each terminal
and ground. Refer to the SDS operation manual for further details. At this time, if an operation
sound is heard from the STVA, the function is normal. Page 37 On model K7, the connector
terminals to be used for checking sensors for voltage, resistance or continuity at the ECM
terminal ECM coupler Harness side are located as shown in the illustration. Replace the injector
with a new one. When using the multi-circuit tester, do not strongly touch the terminal of the
ECM coupler with a needle pointed tester probe to prevent the terminal damage If OK, then
check the HO2 sensor lead wire continuity. Page 47 Replace the HO2 sensor with a new one. If
OK, then measure the HO2 sensor resistance. Engine stop Side-stand Ignition Do not
disassemble it other than shown in this man- ual. Never remove the STVA 9 and throttle body
link plates 0. Replace the cushion seal and O-ring with the new ones. Make sure that each
coupler is installed in the correct position. Page Tp Sensor Adjustment 1. Remove the right
frame side cover. Connect the special tool Mode select switch to the dealer mode coupler at the
wiring harness. Page 65 4. A Engine speed: Approx. NOTE: Be sure that all the spark plugs are
connected properly and the battery used is in fully-charged condition. ABS control unit ABS
control unit calculates signals input from each one of front and rear wheel speed sensors,
monitors the slipping conditions of the wheels and, at the same time, sends control signal to In
addition, if a malfunction is detected by the self-diagnosis function, the brake stops being
controlled by the ABS and a diagnostic trouble code is stored. The brake fluid pressure is then
adjusted accordingly. The hydraulic unit controls the front and rear brake systems individually
by operating separate components for the front and the rear, except for the pump drive motor,
which is shared by both systems. For connector and coupler precau- tions. NOTE: For battery
and battery connection precautions. Quick and accurate detection of malfunctions within the
complex circuitry assures the proper operation of the ABS. Before beginning any repairs,
thoroughly read and understand this Supplementary Service Manual. The ABS is equipped with
a self-diagnosis function. If the order is performed incorrectly or any part is omitted, a
misdiagnosis may result. Gather information from the customer. Page 82 2. Perform the
pre-diagnosis inspection. Page 83 3. Inspect the ABS indicator light. Proper diagnosis and
repair require duplicating the situation in which the malfunction occurred. If a diagnosis is made
without duplicating the malfunction, even an experienced service technician may make a
misdiagnosis and not perform the servicing procedure correctly, resulting in the malfunction
not being repaired. Page 84 These inspections may find problems that the ABS could not

detect; thus, shortening repair time. Signal fuse: 10 A Is the signal fuse OK? Go to step 4.
Ignition fuse: 10 A Is the ignition fuse OK? Go to step 7. Page 85 2 Turn the ignition switch to
ON with the ABS control unit cou- pler disconnected, measure the voltage between H terminal
and 4 terminal at the coupler. A number between 1 and 9 is represented by the number of times
that the ABS indicator light lights up in interval of 0. The DTC deletion mode starts Mode select
switch Max. Page Sds Check For example, when a motorcycle is brought in for service but the
troubleshooting is difficult, comparison with the normal data that have been saved or filed can
allow the specific ABS failure to be determined. Page 94 " Return Next Cancel Return Finish
Cancel Go to step 2. Use the specified tires. Step 2 1 Make sure the tire pressure for each tire.
Step 2 1 Remove the front seat. Go to step 3. Page 1 Turn the ignition switch to OFF. Page 84 3
Remove the headlight. Go to step 6. Step 1 1 Turn the ignition switch to OFF. Page 84 3 Check
the ABS control unit coupler for loose or poor con- tacts. After positioning the clamp with the
stopper, 2 Front brake hose tighten the clamp bolt. Pass through the brake pipes inside of the
fuel 2 Clamp tank drain hose and breather hose. After the brake hose union has contacted the
stopper, 2 Brake hose guide tighten the union bolt. Clamp ends should face forward. Pass
through the hose between head cover and 3 PAIR valve intake pipe. Pass the wheel speed
sensor lead wire and Clamp at front side of brake hose. Clamp the sensor lead wire at white
painted 4 Washer line. Tighten in order to 1 to 6 with torque wrench 10 N. Page Page Prepared
by October, Part No. Page Printed in Japan This manual is also suitable for: Svs Sva Svsa svk7
svsk7 svak Show all svsak7. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Table
of Contents. During this condition, the solution consisting of sulfuric acid and water. Or a
service technician or dealer â€” the person vehicle owners turn to with questions. Technically
speaking, the battery is an electrochemi- Lead acid batteries are used as a power source for
vehicles cal device that converts chemical energy to electrical that demand a constant and
uninterruptible source of energy. Insulators or sep- area with thin, high-tech separators that
make room for arators â€” It delivers all the features of the standard YuMicron â€” Batteries can
be dangerous. Unplug the charger or have to be if some simple safety precautions are followed.
Page The Discharge â€” Charge Cycle Inspecting, Testing and Charging The Discharge â€”
Charge Cycle As we mentioned earlier, an electrochemical action and the chemical and
electrical activity inside the bat- within the battery produces electricity. To understand tery
would come to a standstill. Been in a closed-up garage are a number of reasons why:
self-discharge, high or storage building on a hot summer day recently? Page Inspecting,
Testing and Charging turned off, you can do one of two things: disconnect Current Drain the
battery when the vehicle is in storage, or charge the battery every two weeks to a full charge.
However, 12 Days x 0. On a motorcycle, it necessary. An unloaded test is made on a battery
without conversion factors: add. When battery voltage reaches a speci- automatic taper charger
charges at a fixed voltage. Acid batteries are a new generation made possible by Features
advanced gas recombinant technology. These include the YT and YI series batteries. For
problem-free Battery start-up and operation, follow the procedure outlined here. A few things to
keep in mind before you get rolling: 1. The battery is sealed. There is no need to remove the
strip of caps or add electrolyte for the life of the battery. The graph below shows an open circuit
voltage characteristic of a sealed VRLA battery just after the elec- trolyte is filled. The sealed
VRLA battery, like the conventional one. If you are using an automatic type taper charger, check
to make sure using a constant current charger, refer to the standard that the charger current
amps is equal to or greater than STD. Because of the charac- battery should be kept to near
fully charged for peak teristics of a sealed VRLA battery, too much of a boost performance. If
the ammeter shows equipment and procedures to recharge. Page GLOSSARY Negative
Terminal The terminal Polarization Change in voltage at Resistance The opposition of a confrom which current flows through the terminals when a specified current is ductor to the
passage of an electrical external circuit to the positive terminal flowing; Page P. YUA Rev. This
manual is also suitable for: Sv Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The
Cyclepedia Press LLC Suzuki SV online service manual features detailed full-color photographs
and wiring diagrams, complete specifications with step-by-step procedures performed and
written by a veteran Suzuki dealer trained technician. This instantly available man
ford mustang shelby 2010
compupool control unit
ducati manuals download
ual covers everything from piston and cylinder inspection, to wheel bearing replacement, and
everything in between. If you ever have any questions on how to use the manual, or performing

the procedures on your SV, Cyclepedia. Why pay more for poor quality photos elsewhere? I
already feel good about my purchase. Thanks again. The Cyclepedia. I put my SVS together
from a basket case. I went to the ignition system topic and saw that I had incorrectly installed
the ignition coils. Because of cyclepedia I was able to complete my project and I now have a
running bike. You must be logged in to post a comment. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must
be logged in to post a comment. About Us About Cyclepedia F. Become a Reseller Want to sell
Cyclepedia Manuals? Join the Cyclepedia Reseller network by becoming an online affiliate.
There's no inventory to take on, nothing to ship and no customer service to deal with. We take
care of everything. Learn More. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

